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Abstract 

The time-domain inverse technique based on the time-domain rotating equivalent source method has been 
proposed to localize and quantify rotating sound sources. However, this technique encounters two problems 
to be addressed: one is the time-consuming process of solving the transcendental equation at each time step, 
and the other is the difficulty of controlling the instability problem due to the time-varying transfer matrix. In 
view of that, an improved technique is proposed in this paper to resolve these two problems. In the improved 
technique, a de-Dopplerization method in the time-domain rotating reference frame is first applied to eliminate 
the Doppler effect caused by the source rotation in the measured pressure signals, and then the restored pres-
sure signals without the Doppler effect are used as the inputs of the time-domain stationary equivalent source 
method to locate and quantify sound sources. Compared with the original technique, the improved technique can 
avoid solving the transcendental equation at each time step, and facilitate the treatment of the instability prob-
lem because the transfer matrix does not change with time. Numerical simulation and experimental results show 
that the improved technique can eliminate the Doppler effect effectively, and then localize and quantify the rotating 
nonstationary or broadband sources accurately. The results also demonstrate that the improved technique can guar-
antee a more stable reconstruction and compute more efficiently than the original one.
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1 Introduction
Rotating sound sources, for example the fans, are often 
encountered in our daily lives and the industrial fields. 
Localization and quantification of rotating sound sources 
based on the microphone array measurements is help-
ful to analyze source generation mechanisms and pre-
dict their radiated sound fields. A series of microphone 

array methods have been developed to realize this aim. In 
these methods, the microphone array is usually fixed in 
the sound fields because a synchronously rotating micro-
phone array with sources will produce the strong aero-
dynamic noise and bring the great installation difficulty. 
However, the relative motion between the fixed micro-
phone array and the rotating sources leads to the Doppler 
effect that causes the amplitude distortion and frequency 
offset of real acoustic signals. If the Doppler effect is not 
eliminated, the erroneous localization and quantification 
results will be obtained. Therefore, the treatment of the 
Doppler effect has always been a topic in the microphone 
array methods for the localization and quantification of 
rotating sound sources.

To eliminate the Doppler effect, Lowis and Joseph [1, 
2] developed a frequency-domain rotating reference 
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frame in which the virtual microphones are rotating 
synchronously with sound sources. The pressure spec-
tra at the positions of virtual rotating microphones were 
obtained from the spinning mode decomposition of pres-
sure spectra measured by the actual fixed microphones. 
Since the virtual microphone data is prevented from the 
Doppler effect, it can be directly used as the input of the 
frequency-domain beamforming or inverse method to 
locate rotating sound sources [1–6].

Dougherty et al. [7] and Jekosch et al. [8, 9] employed 
a time-domain interpolation method to eliminate the 
Doppler effect. It also assumes that the virtual micro-
phones are rotating synchronously with sound sources. 
The temporal pressure signals at the positions of virtual 
rotating microphones are linearly interpolated between 
the measured pressure signals at neighboring actual fixed 
microphones. Ma et  al. [10] investigated the relation-
ship between the cross-spectral matrices obtained by 
the frequency-domain rotating reference frame and the 
time-domain interpolation method, and analyzed their 
advantages and disadvantages in detail. In particular, 
they concluded that the essence of the frequency-domain 
rotating reference frame is to calculate the pressure 
at each virtual rotating microphone through the Fou-
rier interpolation on the sound pressures at all actual 
microphones.

Other than eliminating the Doppler effect, Sijtsma 
et  al. [11, 12] incorporated the Doppler effect into a 
transfer function relating the strengths of rotating sound 
sources at the source time to the pressures at the posi-
tions of actual fixed microphones at the receiver time. 
They used the transfer function to construct the steer-
ing vector and then developed the time-domain rotating 
beamforming (TRB) for locating rotating sound sources. 
Minck et al. [13] and Amoiridis et al. [14] used the TRB 
to locate rotating sources on the blades of a fan. Ma et al. 
[15] analyzed the ghost contribution in the TRB due to 
the Doppler effect in virtue of a detailed theoretical deri-
vation, and provided an effective strategy to compensate 
the Doppler effect in the TRB. Pan et al. [16] developed 
a correction method for the TRB to restrain the singu-
lar problem in identifying rotating sources with the 
non-uniform directivity. In recent years, deconvolution 
algorithms were subsequently used to improve the spa-
tial resolution of the TRB [17–21]. Nevertheless, the 
TRB utilizes the advanced time method to calculate the 
receiver time based on the source time, which causes 
inconsistency between the calculated receiver time and 
the sampling time. Consequently, the oversampling and 
interpolation of microphone signals are needed to deal 
with the inconsistency problem.

Zhang et al. [22, 23] also incorporated the Doppler effect 
into the transfer function, but developed a time-domain 

inverse technique based on the time-domain rotating 
equivalent source method (TRESM) to locate and quantify 
rotating sound sources. The time-domain inverse tech-
nique employs the retarded time method to calculate the 
source time based on the sampling time, thus avoiding the 
oversampling and interpolation of microphone signals. 
However, the calculation of the source time based on the 
sampling time is to solve the transcendental equation in a 
numerical iterative scheme, and the calculation has to be 
done for each time, so the time-domain inverse technique 
is time-consuming. Moreover, the time-domain inverse 
technique suffers from the instability that is caused by 
the use of the time marching scheme in the TRESM. The 
instability is closely related to the ill-posed transfer matrix. 
Since the equivalent sources are given to be rotating in the 
time-domain inverse technique, the transfer matrix varies 
with time, which leads to the difficulty of dealing with the 
instability problem.

In this paper, the time-domain inverse technique is 
improved to address the time-consuming and instabil-
ity problems caused by the use of the TRESM. In the 
improved technique, a de-Dopplerization method in the 
time-domain rotating reference frame is first applied to 
eliminate the Doppler effect caused by source rotation, 
and then the time-domain stationary equivalent source 
method (TSESM) is used to locate and quantify sound 
sources. The joint application of the de-Dopplerization 
method and TSESM will avoid solving the transcenden-
tal equation at each time step, and facilitate the treatment 
of the instability problem according to the time-invariant 
property of the transfer matrix.

2  Theory
As shown in Figure 1, a sound source is assumed to rotate 
with an angular velocity � around the z-axis, and a ring 
array containing N evenly spaced microphones is fixed in 
the field and used to measure pressure signals.

Due to the relative motion between the source and 
microphones, the pressure signals measured by the 
microphones are contaminated by the Doppler effect. 
If the microphones are made to rotate virtually with the 
source at the same angular velocity � , the pressures at 
the positions of the virtual rotating microphones are free 
from the Doppler effect. Through the Fourier interpola-
tion from the pressures at all actual microphones, the 
pressure p(ϕ, t) at any circumferential position on the 
microphone ring can be expressed as

where m is the spinning mode order, and P(m, t) is the 
spinning mode amplitude that can be determined by

(1)p(ϕ, t) =

N/ 2
∑

m=−|1−N |/ 2

P(m, t)eimϕ ,
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In Eq. (2), p(ϕn, t) is the pressure measured by the nth 
actual microphone. For the nth virtual rotating micro-
phone, the circumferential position on the microphone 
ring at the instant t can be obtained as

By substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (1), the pressure at the 
position of the nth virtual rotating microphone can be 
then calculated as

Equation (4) is the de-Dopplerization formulation in 
the time-domain rotating reference frame, which is an 
extension of the de-Dopplerization formulation in the 
frequency-domain rotating reference frame proposed by 
Lowis and Joseph [1, 2] and was firstly given by Ma et al. 
[10]. It indicates that the pressures free from the Dop-
pler effect can be obtained by processing the pressures 
measured by a fixed microphone array. Note that Eq. (4) 
is operated at each sampling time, and thus it is particu-
larly applicable to nonstationary signals and broadband 
signals in practical engineering.

In the time-domain rotating reference frame, the vir-
tual microphones are rotating synchronously with the 
sources. If the effect of the rotating medium is ignored, 
the system of rotating sources and virtual rotating micro-
phones can be transformed into the system of stationary 
sources and stationary microphones. After the pressures 
p(ϕ̃n, t) with n = 1, 2, · · · , N  at the positions of virtual 
rotating microphones have been extracted in the previ-
ous subsection, they are used as the inputs of TSESM.

(2)P(m, t) =
1

N

N
∑

n=1

p(ϕn, t)e
−imϕn .

(3)ϕ̃n = ϕn +�t.

(4)p(ϕ̃n, t) =

N/ 2
∑

m=−|1−N |/ 2

P(m, t)eim(ϕn+�t).

In the generalized time-domain equivalent source 
method, the temporal pressure pn(t) radiated from the 
actual sources at the nth measurement point can be mod-
eled by summing the contributions of a series of equiva-
lent sources located on the source plane [24–26], that is

where t and τ are defined as the receiver and source 
times, respectively, l indicates the lth equivalent source, 
L is the number of equivalent sources, q(τ ) is the equiva-
lent source strength as a function of source time, and gnl 
is the transfer function given by

where Rnl is the distance between the nth measurement 
point and the lth equivalent source.

Discretizing the receiver time and source time as 
ti, i = 1, 2, · · · , I and τ j , j = 1, 2, · · · , J  with the 
uniform intervals �t and �τ , and introducing the linear 
interpolation function φj(τ ) [27, 28], i.e.,

to the equivalent source strength, a matrix equation for 
each receiver time step can be derived as

where Pi is a column vector composed of pn(ti) with 
n = 1, 2, · · · , N  , Qj is a column vector composed of  
ql(τ

j) with l = 1, 2, · · · , L and the transfer matrix Gij of 
size N × L can be expressed as

with τ inl = ti − Rnl/c.
Based on Eq. (8), an iterative process of solving the 

equivalent source strengths can be derived as

where the superscript ‘‘+” indicates the pseudo inverse of 
a matrix.

For the TRESM depicted in Ref. [22], since the equiv-
alent sources are supposed to be rotating with the 
actual sources and the microphone array is fixed, the 

(5)pn(t) =

L
∑

l=1

ql(τ )gnl , n = 1, 2, · · · , N ,

(6)gnl =
1

4πRnl
,

(7)

φj(τ ) =











(τ − τ j−1)/�τ , when (τ j−1 ≤ τ ≤ τ j),

(τ j+1 − τ)/�τ , when (τ j ≤ τ ≤ τ j+1),

0, otherwise,

(8)Pi =

i
∑

j=1

GijQj ,

(9)Gij(n, l) =
φj(τ inl)

4πRnl
,

(10)
Qi = (Gii)+(Pi − Gi1Q1 − Gi2Q2 − · · · − Gi(i−1)Qi−1),

Figure 1 The rotating sound source, the actual microphones 
and the virtual rotating microphones
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distance Rnl  between the nth microphone and the lth 
equivalent source is time-dependent and has

where the coordinates (rn,ϕn, zn) indicate the position 
of the nth microphone, and the coordinates (rl ,ϕl0, zl)  
indicate the initial position of the lth equivalent source. 
It is seen from Eq. (11) that the time-dependent distance 
Rnl(τ

i
nl) can be calculated only when the source time τ inl is 

known in advance. In fact, the source time τ inl should be 
determined at each time step by solving the transcenden-
tal equation

Note that Eq. (12) cannot be solved analytically, and 
thus a numerical iterative scheme has to be used to 
obtain its roots, which results in a time-consuming cal-
culation when performing the TRESM. Moreover, the 
time-dependent   Rnl results in the transfer matrix to 
be inverted, Gii , varying with the time step. Consider-
ing that the transfer matrix Gii is generally ill-posed, 
which is the main cause of the instability problem, the 
Tikhonov regularization and time averaging method 
are used at each time step to guarantee the appropri-
ate solution of equivalent source strengths. However, it 
should be mentioned that the Tikhonov regularization 
cannot always guarantee an effective filtering at each 
time step due to the improper regularized parameters 
chosen by the generalized crossed validation method, 
especially in the cases of strong noise contained in 
the measured pressure and inappropriate selection of 
numerical parameters, and furthermore time averaging 
method can only play an assistant role in attenuating 
the instability. Therefore, the instability problem still 
exists in some cases, which is a serious defect owned by 
the TRESM.

However, for the TSESM, the distance Rnl is constant 
for each time step due to the configuration of synchro-
nously rotating equivalent sources and virtual micro-
phones, and it can be calculated analytically as

where the coordinates (rn, ϕ̃n0, zn) indicate the initial 
position of the nth virtual microphone. Note that the cal-
culation of the source time is not needed to determine 
the distance Rnl in the TSESM, thus avoiding the time-
consuming process of solving the transcendental equa-
tion at each time step. Moreover, the constant Rnl gives 
the linear interpolation function an important property, 
i.e.,

(11)
Rnl(τ

i
nl) =

√

(zn − zl)2 + r2n + r2l + 2rnrl cos(�τ inl + ϕl0 − ϕn),

(12)c(ti − τ inl) = Rnl(τ
i
nl).

(13)
Rnl =

√

(zn − zl)2 + r2n + r2l + 2rnrl cos(ϕl0 − ϕ̃n0),

Based on the property, it further yields

From Eq. (15), it can be concluded that the transfer 
matrix to be inverted Gii is constant at each time step. 
Accordingly, Eq. (8) can be rewritten as

with

According to the finiteness of nonzero interval in the 
linear interpolation function, Eq. (16) can be rewritten 
as [29, 30]

In Eq. (18), it has

where Rmax and Rmin are the maximum and minimum 
distances between equivalent sources and measurement 
points. Based on Eq. (18), the iterative process of solving 
the equivalent source strengths can be derived as

In a large iterative scheme, Eq. (20) can be rewritten 
as

where

and

(14)
φj(τ inl) = φj−1(τ i−1

nl ) = φj−2(τ i−2
nl ) = · · · = φ1(τ

i−j+1

nl ).

(15)
Gij = G(i−1)(j−1) = G(i−2)(j−2) = · · · = G(i−j+1)(1).

(16)Pi =

i
∑

j=1

Gi−j+1Qj ,

(17)Gi−j+1(n, l) =
φ1(τ

i−j+1

nl )

4πRnl
.

(18)Pi =

K
∑

k=1

GkQi−k+1.

(19)K=
1

c�τ
(Rmax − Rmin)+ 2,

(20)
Qi = (G1)+(Pi −G2Qi−1 − G3Qi−2 − · · · − GKQi−K+1).

(21)Y i = HY i−1 + X i,

(22)

Y i=















Qi

Qi−1

...

Qi−K+3

Qi−K+2















, Y i−1=















Qi−1

Qi−2

...

Qi−K+2

Qi−K+1















, X i=















�

G1
�+

Pi

0

...

0

0















,
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Note that the iterative matrix H is time-invariant 
due to the invariant G1, G2, · · · , GK  at each iteration. 
In the viewpoint of system theory, the stability of this 
time-invariant system is determined by the eigenvalues 
decomposed from H . The stability condition requires 
that the maximum magnitude of eigenvalues should not 
be larger than one [30]. Based on the stability condition, 
the stabilization method based on the Tikhonov regulari-
zation and the time averaging can be improved by using 
the classical golden section method to search the regu-
larization parameter for satisfying the stability condition. 
The improved stabilization method can always keep the 
stable results. The detailed analysis can be found in Ref. 
[30]. Here, it should be pointed out that Eq. (10) deduced 
in the TRESM cannot be transformed into a similar form 
as Eq. (21) that has the time-invariant iterative matrix H , 
because the transfer matrices in Eq. (10) varies with time. 
Therefore, the improved stabilization method cannot be 
applied to the TRESM.

3  Numerical Simulations
A schematic of numerical simulations is shown in Fig-
ure  2. The sound sources are two rotating monopoles 
with the rotational frequency fr =  60 Hz. Their initial 
positions are  S1(0.2 m, 0 rad, 0.03 m) and  S2(0.2 m, π rad, 
0.03 m) in the cylindrical coordinates o(r, φ, z). Since 
the time-domain method is applicable to nonstationary 
signals and broadband signals, both cases are to be con-
sidered. In these two cases, the sampling time interval is 
set as Δt = 1/12800 s, and the sampling number is set as 
I = 256. In the nonstationary case,  S1 and  S2 generate the 
signal with a linear frequency modulation in the band of 
[fl, fh] and a Gaussian amplitude modulation. This signal 
can be described with the following equation

Where fl and fh are the initial and final frequencies of 
the linear frequency modulation, respectively. Their 
values are given as [fl, fh] =  [300, 700] Hz for  S1, and [fl, 
fh] =  [1300, 1700] Hz for  S2. tc is the time delay, given 
as tc =  320Δt. a is the time spreading width, given as 
a =  200Δt. In the broadband case,  S1 and  S2 emit the 

(23)

H=











−
�

G1
�+

G2 · · · −
�

G1
�+

GK−1 −
�

G1
�+

GK

I 0 0

. . .
...

0 · · · I 0











,

(24)s(ti) = cos

[

2πfl(ti − tc)+ 2π(fh − fl)
(ti −�t)2 − (tc −�t)2

2(I − 1)�t

]

× e−π[(ti−tc)/a]
2

.

amplitude-modulated broadband signal with the equa-
tion as follows:

where fc is the carrier frequency for the amplitude modu-
lation, given as fc = 1000 Hz. f is a vector containing the 
uniformly discretized frequencies in the given frequency 
band of [0, 6400] Hz. The discrete interval is 100 Hz. b is 
a vector containing a random permutation of the integers 
from 1 to J inclusive. J is given as 65.

The microphone array contains three rings with the 
radii of 0.1 m, 0.2 m and 0.3 m, and each ring contains 
twelve microphones. The distance between the micro-
phone array and the source plane is set as Δz = 0.03 m. 
In order to model the actual measurement, the Gauss-
ian white noise with the signal-to-noise ratio of 30 dB is 
added to the signal measured by each microphone.

The de-Dopplerization method in the time-domain 
rotating reference frame is used to each ring of micro-

phones. Here, we choose the outer ring to display the 
results. Figure  3 presents the pressure signals and the 
corresponding spectra at the measurement point of (0.3 
m, 5π/6 rad, 0 m) in the nonstationary case. By compar-
ing the pressure signals and their spectra radiated by 
stationary sound sources (solid lines) to those radiated 

(25)s(ti) = cos(2πfcti)

J
∑

j=1

cos[2πf (j)ti + b(j)π],

Figure 2 Geometric description of two rotating sound sources  S1 
and  S2, the distributions of equivalent sources and measurement 
points
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by rotating sound sources (dashed lines), it can be found 
that the Doppler effect caused by the source rotation 
changes pressures significantly in both time and fre-
quency domains. By comparing the signals and their 
spectra radiated by stationary sources (solid lines) to 
those obtained by using the de-Dopplerization method 
(dotted lines), it is seen that the use of de-Dopplerization 
method can eliminate the Doppler effect effectively and 
recover the signals as radiated by stationary sources. The 
similar conclusions can be drawn in the broadband case, 
as shown in Figure 4, where the pressure signals and the 
corresponding spectra are displayed in the same meas-
urement point as the nonstationary case.

After eliminating the Doppler effect, the rotating sound 
sources can be treated as the stationary ones. Then, the 
localization process is performed by applying the TSESM. 
The setup of stationary equivalent sources is shown in 
Figure  2. They are distributed on three rings with the 
radii of 0.1 m, 0.2 m and 0.3 m on the source plane, and 
each ring contains twelve stationary equivalent sources. 
In the TSESM, the strengths of stationary equivalent 
sources are solved at each time step. The peaks of station-
ary equivalent source strengths at each time step are used 
to indicate the positions of actual sources. Here, it should 
be noted that the indicated positions of actual sources are 
to be constant at each time step since the rotating actual 

sources have been transformed into the stationary ones. 
In fact, the indicated positions are corresponding to the 
initial positions of rotating actual sources. In order to 
concisely display the localization results, an energy aver-
age of the solved strengths at all time steps for each sta-
tionary equivalent source is calculated as

where qj,l denotes the strength of the lth equivalent 
source at the jth time step.

Figure  5(a) and (c) show the localization results by 
using the pressures after eliminating the Doppler effect as 
the inputs of TSESM in both nonstationary and broad-
band cases, while Figure  5(b) and (d) show the results 
by using the pressures without eliminating the Dop-
pler effect as the inputs. It can be seen that the former 
results provide the clear and precise positions of rotating 
sound sources, which verifies the validation of the pro-
posed approach. While the latter results seem to be rings 
of source strength, since motion blur smears the sources 
in the circumferential direction, which demonstrates the 
necessity of eliminating the Doppler effect.

Except to locate sound sources, the proposed approach 
can reconstruct the time-evolving strengths of actual 
sources. Taking the source  S1 as an example, Figure  6 

(26)ql =

√

√

√

√

J
∑

j=1

∣

∣qj,l
∣

∣

2

/

J ,

Figure 3 (a) The pressure signals and (b) the corresponding 
spectra radiated by stationary sound sources (solid lines), 
radiated by rotating sound sources (dashed lines) and obtained 
by using the de-Dopplerization method (dashed lines with solid 
points) at the measurement point of (0.3 m, 5π/6 rad, 0 m) 
in the nonstationary case

Figure 4 (a) The pressure signals and (b) the corresponding spectra 
radiated by stationary sources (solid lines), radiated by rotating sound 
sources (dashed lines) and obtained by using the de-Dopplerization 
method (dashed lines with solid points) at the measurement point 
of (0.3 m, 5π/6 rad, 0 m) in the broadband case
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shows the comparison of its theoretical and recon-
structed strengths in both nonstationary and broadband 
cases. Although the proposed approach underestimates 
the source strengths due to the requirement of dealing 
with the instability problem, it achieves the agreement of 
time-evolving trend.

However, under the same benchmark, the TRESM is 
hard to obtain the stable solutions. As shown in Figure 7, 
the reconstructed strengths in both nonstationary and 
broadband cases are divergent. Moreover, the TRESM is 
inefficient due to the time-consuming process of solving 
the transcendental equation at each time step. Although 
the de-Dopplerization and stability process are needed 
when using the proposed approach, the time they con-
sumed is relatively much less than the cost of solving the 
transcendental equation at each time step. In these two 
simulation cases, the time consumed by the proposed 
approach is 2.17 s and 2.34 s, while the TRESM costs 
10.15 s and 10.64 s.

4  Experimental Study
Experiments were performed in a semi-anechoic cham-
ber to further verify the applicability of the improved 
time-domain inverse technique. The experimental 
setup is shown in Figure  8. The source was one rotat-
ing loudspeaker. Note that the other loudspeaker in 
Figure 8 was just used to adjust the balance of motion, 

Figure 5 The localization results obtained by using the pressures 
after eliminating the Doppler effect as the inputs of TSESM 
in the nonstationary (a) and broadband (c) cases vs. those obtained 
by using the pressures without eliminating the Doppler effect 
as the inputs in the nonstationary (b) and broadband (d) cases 
(The plus signs indicate the positions of two rotating monopoles, 
and the dashed circle indicates the rotating path of monopoles)

Figure 6 Time-evolving source strengths of the source  S1 in (a) the 
nonstationary case and (b) the broadband case: true values (solid 
lines), values calculated by the proposed approach (dashed lines 
with solid points)

Figure 7 Time-evolving source strengths of the source  S1 in (a) the 
nonstationary case and (b) the broadband case: true values (solid 
lines), values calculated by the TRESM (dashed lines with solid points)
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and it did not generate noise. The rotational frequency 
fr was set as 6 Hz, and the rotational radius (i.e., the 
distance from the loudspeaker center to the rotational 
center) was 0.16 m. The microphone array consisted 
of three rings with the radii of 0.08 m, 0.16 m and 0.24 
m, and each ring contained twelve microphones. The 
microphone array was placed 0.05 m away from the 
rotation plane. In addition, the sampling frequency was 
set as 4096 Hz.

Two cases were investigated, including the nonsta-
tionary signal and broadband signal radiated by the 
loudspeaker. In the nonstationary case, the loudspeaker 
emitted the signal with a linear frequency modulation 
in the band of [fl, fh] and a Gaussian amplitude mod-
ulation, as described by Eq. (24). The band was given 
as [fl, fh]  =  [300, 700] Hz. The time delay was given 
as tc =  0.25 s. The time spreading width was given as 
a = 0.17 s. In the broadband case, the input to the loud-
speaker was the amplitude-modulated broadband sig-
nal, as described by Eq. (25). The carrier frequency was 
700 Hz. The frequency band was [500, 1000] Hz.

A microphone located at (0.24 m, π/6 rad, 0 m) was 
selected to display the de-Dopplerization results. Fig-
ures  9 and  10 present the pressure signals and their 
spectra in the nonstationary and broadband cases, 
respectively. In these two figures, the pressure sig-
nals and their spectra were radiated by the station-
ary loudspeaker (solid lines), radiated by the rotating 
loudspeaker (dashed lines), and obtained by using the 
de-Dopplerization method (dashed lines with solid 
points). Among the comparisons of these pressure 
signals and spectra, it can be found that the Doppler 
effect caused by the source rotation changes pressures 

significantly in both time and frequency domains, and 
the de-Dopplerization method can eliminate the Dop-
pler effect effectively.

After eliminating the Doppler effect, the restored pres-
sure signals were used as the inputs of TSESM. The sta-
tionary equivalent sources were distributed on three 

Figure 8 Experimental setup: (a) the microphone array, (b) the rotating loudspeakers and the distribution of stationary equivalent sources

Figure 9 (a) The pressure signals and (b) the corresponding 
spectra radiated by the stationary loudspeaker (solid lines), 
radiated by the rotating loudspeaker (dashed lines), and obtained 
by using the de-Dopplerization method (dashed lines with solid 
points) at the measurement point of (0.24 m, π/6 rad, 0 m) 
in the nonstationary case
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rings with the radii of 0.08 m, 0.16 m and 0.24 m, and 
each ring contained sixteen equivalent sources. The 
energy average of the solved equivalent source strengths 
in time was used to display the localization results. Fig-
ure  11(a) and (c) show the localization results by using 
the pressures after eliminating the Doppler effect as the 
inputs of TSESM in the nonstationary and broadband 
cases, respectively. Figure  11(b) and (d) show the rel-
evant results by using the pressures without eliminating 
the Doppler effect as the inputs. Obviously, the Doppler 
effect contaminates the localization results, however, by 
eliminating the Doppler effect, the position of the rotat-
ing loudspeaker can be located accurately based on the 
TSESM.

In addition to the localization of the rotating loud-
speaker, the improved technique can realize the quan-
tification of time-evolving strength of the loudspeaker. 
Since the true strength of the loudspeaker is difficult to 
measure experimentally, a reference point located at (0.4 
m, 3π/2 rad, 0 m), as shown in Figure 8(a), was selected 
to compare the measured pressure and the pressure pre-
dicted by using the reconstructed source strength. This 
way can estimate the reconstruction accuracy of source 
strength indirectly. Figure  12 shows the comparisons in 
the nonstationary and broadband cases. The consist-
ency between the measured and predicted pressures was 

acquired, which implies that the improved technique can 
quantify the source strength effectively.

For the same reference point, Figure  13 presents the 
pressures predicted by using the TRESM in both nonsta-
tionary and broadband cases. It is seen that the predicted 
signals are divergent. From the results shown in Figure 12 
and Figure  13, it is concluded that the improved tech-
nique can guarantee a more stable reconstruction than 
the TRESM. Moreover, the improved technique is more 
efficient than the TRESM. For instance in the experi-
ments, the time consumed by the improved technique 
is 6.98 s and 6.92 s in the nonstationary and broadband 
cases, respectively, while the TRESM costs 72.81 s and 
71.94 s.

5  Conclusions
To address the time-consuming and instability problems 
encountered in the time-domain inverse technique for the 
localization and quantification of rotating sound sources, 
an improved technique is developed in this paper. In the 
improved technique, a de-Dopplerization method in the 
time-domain rotating reference frame is first applied to 
eliminate the Doppler effect caused by source rotation 
in the measured pressure signals, and then the restored 

Figure 10 (a) The pressure signals and (b) the corresponding 
spectra radiated by the stationary loudspeaker (solid lines), radiated 
by the rotating loudspeaker (dashed lines), and obtained by using 
the de-Dopplerization method (dashed lines with solid points) 
at the measurement point of (0.24 m, π/6 rad, 0 m) in the broadband 
case

Figure 11 The localization results obtained by using the pressures 
after eliminating the Doppler effect as the inputs of TSESM 
in the nonstationary (a) and broadband (c) cases vs. those obtained 
by using the pressures without eliminating the Doppler effect 
as the inputs in the nonstationary (b) and broadband (d) cases 
(The plus signs indicate the position of the rotating loudspeaker, 
and the dashed circle indicates the rotating path of the loudspeaker)
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pressure signals without the Doppler effect are input to 
the TSESM to locate and quantify sound sources. Com-
pared with the original one, the improved technique 
avoids the time-consuming process of solving the tran-
scendental equation at each time step, and facilitates the 
treatment of the instability problem because the transfer 
matrix does not change with time. Numerical simulation 
results showed that the de-Dopplerization method can 
eliminate the Doppler effect effectively for nonstation-
ary and broadband sources. After eliminating the Dop-
pler effect, the positions and strengths of rotating sound 
sources were located and quantified accurately by the 
TSESM. Experiment involving one rotating loudspeaker 
verified the validity of the de-Dopplerization method 
and TSESM in both nonstationary and broadband cases. 
Numerical and experimental results also demonstrated 
that the improved technique can guarantee a more sta-
ble reconstruction and compute more efficiently than the 
TRESM.
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Figure 12 Comparison of the measured pressure (solid lines) 
and the pressure predicted by using the source strength obtained 
by the improved technique (dashed lines with solid points) 
at the reference point of (0.4 m, 3π/2 rad, 0 m) in (a) the nonstationary 
case and (b) the broadband case

Figure 13 Comparison of the measured pressure (solid lines) 
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